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“As research in Indigenous American communities
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Mapping Colonialism and Digital Erasure in Assassin’s Creed: Rogue
Before I begin my presentation today, and in an effort to honor
native land, I’d like to take a moment to acknowledge and respect the
Anishinaabe Peoples on whose traditional territory the University of
Michigan stands.
Thank you.
Introduction

Assassin’s Creed: Rogue is a role-playing game that takes place in
North America during the 18th century, mostly during the period of the
Seven Years’ War. You play as Shay Patrick Cormac, who defects from the
Assassin Brotherhood, a secret organization of, you guessed it, assassins.
After learning that the Assassins caused catastrophic earthquakes in Haiti
and Portugal as a result of their pursuit of control over ancient artifacts
known as “Piece of Eden.” Eventually, joins the Knights Templar—of
Crusades and popular culture fame—who seek to unify humanity by also
harnessing control of the “Pieces of Eden.”
Simultaneously, you are an employee of Abstergo Entertainment in
present-day Montréal. You are in charge of using the Animus, a
bio-compatible machine that allows its user to access the genetic memory
and information of anyone from the past. Abstergo uses these memories
and turns them into immersive, 3-D entertainment. Your job is to research
Shay Cormac’s life as he goes rogue.
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Maps
Throughout the game, players are oriented toward this digital,
18th-century substitute for North America through constant interaction
with maps. There 5 different types of maps within the game, and the player
relies upon them in order to navigate the digital environments Shay moves
through.
The Main Map
Rogue’s main map is divided into three sections, each one representing
each of the game’s discrete regions:
1. the North Atlantic
2. the River Valley
3. New York City.
It is really fascinating in terms of digital territory because it combines real
and fictional places.
The maps can be toggled to show various types of icons related to
gameplay: quests, mission items, cities and towns, geographic features, and
more.
The Mini-Map
Despite not being the main map, this miniature version is probably the
most-used map in the game. In subsequent games in the franchise, Ubisoft,
the game studio, jettisoned the mini-map, preferring instead a more
immersive experience whereby players are encouraged to explore the
digital world without the iconographic influence of the mini-map. While I
am explicitly interested in exploring gameplay with versus without the
mini-map, Assassin’s Creed: Rogue emphasizes mobility and encourages
players to develop a cartographic relationship with their environments.
The Templar Maps
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These maps are scattered throughout the playable world and lead to buried
treasure left by Templars throughout the New World. The maps provide
the player with information about which of the three sections of the world
the treasure is located in, the geographical coordinates, and a brief sketch
of the physical environment to orient the player around the red X, the
treasure. These maps also indicate that perhaps there is a longer European
colonial history in North America.
The Voynich Map
The most unique map used in Assassin’s Creed: Rogue is found in the
manuscript that both the Assassins and Templar seek, and which passes
through many hands throughout the game. Ultimately, this manuscript
turns out to be the Voynich manuscript, the 14th-century manuscript,
whose unknown language has made it the subject of much scholarly
inquiry. In the game, however, Shay helps Benjamin Franklin, who, in
turn, helps Shay by—wait for it—electrocuting the manuscript, emitting a
map. This map, projected from the manuscript, reveals the location of the
sacred temple of an ancient civilization. If the Assassins find the temple,
however, they will destroy it and it will cause another destructive quake
like in Portugal and Lisbon. Thankfully, however, Shay is able to stop the
Assassins in time and save the North Atlantic from being erased from the
map, as it were.
The Naval Campaign Map
The final map used in the game is the naval campaign map, which is a
Mercator projection map of the world. It is in this interface that the player
engages in trade, transport, and a more global approach to colonialism.
Throughout naval gameplay, a player may capture enemy ships and add
them to their fleet. This fleet is what allows players to send and receive
tradable goods. This interface is tertiary to the narrative is unnecessary to
the progression of the game. It is an excellent example, nevertheless, of
ARC’s reinscription of colonial practices and narratives.
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While they are all fairly different, these 5 maps are the key tools in moving
around as Shay Cormac. I suggest that the maps help create a narrative for
the game, one that erases bodies from gameplay, as much as it tries to
represent some version of the past. Assassin’s Creed: Rogue creates a
digital space for settler colonialism as it fails to represent First Nations
communities, African slaves, and an accurately diverse demography of
18th-century North America: in short, there are exceptionally few people of
color in this game.
Digitization without Representation
What makes the main map in ACR exciting for me is its representation of
the world is the relationship between physical movement through the
digital world and the map. Players must combine the use of maps with
their movement through the digital environment. For example, the “fast
travel” option available to a player who has already visited a location will
instantly transport them there, bypassing the need to move through the
world. By conflating movement through the world and the map, ACR
collapses the difference between the map and the territory it represents.
Another example of this overlap is the presence of moving “enemy icons”
on the mini-map during gameplay. The ability to see humans moving in
real-time on a map reinforces how connected this digital world and its
cartographic representations are.
As Shay moves around the world, map-related mobility increases, since the
option to fast-travel is only available once a location has been visited.
Conversely, the more interactions, missions, quests, and other objectives
Shay completes, the less the map begins to represent. Icons disappear,
appear, or change color based on Shay’s interactions with these. These
maps are vibrant.
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In 2018 Ubisoft released a remastered version of the game, which boasted
enhanced graphics and better gameplay. I would have preferred that they
had taken extra time to render the world more dynamic.
I’m not implying that the world Ubisoft’s teams created is not impressive.
On the contrary—it’s very clear how much effort was put into the design of
the gameworld. In fact, the historical accuracy of the game environment is
sometimes stunning. For instance, the designers included the great auk—a
relative of the penguin found in the North Atlantic that went extinct in the
19th century. Is it because of this attention to detail that makes the absence
of characters of color so glaring.
Saving Orenda & Getting the Totems
In all of my wandering and questing through North America, there is only
one First Nations’ settlement, called “Orenda.” Orenda is the name of the
Iroquois concept for the life force that connects all things. It is with irony,
perhaps, that one of the missions Shay has to perform is to rescue the
villagers of Orenda from a violent gang, which had taken them hostage.
Upon successful completion of this mission, Onatah, the nation’s leader
thanks Shay for his help and offers him ancient Iroquois armor if he can
collect all of the “totems” throughout the continent.
In order to access these totems, Shay must align the lighted segments of a
stone pillar, which is guarded by some wild animal, sometimes a Canadian
Lynx, sometimes a bear. Once the segments are aligned, the pillar
crumbles, leaving the totem free for collection.
Even though the narrative sets this side quest up at the invitation of
Onatah, it is centered around destruction—first of the animal guardian and
then of the pillar itself. I read these violent acts as an erasure of indigenous
structures as well as antithetical to many spiritual, ethical, and social
practices within many Indigenous Knowledge systems.
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Kesegowaase
Next, we have Kesegowaase, a member of the colonial Assassins. As the
database in the game’s menu tells players, Kesegowaase was a member of
the Wolastoqiyik Nation. He taught Shay how to hunt deer during his
training and says to the player during a hunting tutorial: “Killing should
not be meaningless. We must use what nature gives us.” This seems like a
move in the direction of including and acknowledging non-Western
Indigenous Knowledges, but it is only a brief glimpse into what Native
American and Indigenous Studies scholars call the “pre-colonial mind.”
Ultimately, after going rogue, Shay kills Kesegowaase in Albany to recover
the coveted manuscript. Again, we see violence against indigenous bodies
in favor of a colonizing project.
Sky Woman
Finally, we have the cave paintings throughout the River Valley that depict
Sky Woman. For those who don’t know, Sky Woman is the
Haudenosaunee, or Iroquois, cosmology. It is not my story to tell, but I will
briefly summarize, Sky Woman fell from the heavens toward the waters
below. Birds saw she could not fly and helped her descent. Understanding
that she could not swim, as she could not fly, a turtle rose to the surface of
the water, breaking her fall. Once landed, Sky Woman and the turtle began
to form together, their bodies becoming what is now North America, or
Turtle Island. The inclusion of Sky Woman had incredible potential for
ACR, but, these cave paintings, absent of any context or explanation, serve
as vestiges and traces to be discovered, rather than as living, used, present
sites for the Haudenosaunee.
Unfortunately, this is the case for ACR. Indigenous communities are
represented as either distant memories in the case of the cave paintings, as
creators of collectibles as with the totems, or they serve as victims of
violence when the player must “save the day” at Orenda or kill
Kesegowaase for the same of the Templars.
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The question I want to raise, then, is: How can mainstream production
studios like Ubisoft move forward toward decolonizing their games?
Well, I have some suggestions.
1.) Hire Indigenous actors to voice indigenous characters: neither actor
who voices Kesegowaase or Onatah is indigenous.
2.) Hire Indigenous scholars and community members as consultants for a
game if it’s historical fiction, or based on reality.
3.) Don’t replicate narratives of oppression. Perhaps another way to make
representation in games more inclusive is to remove the map as a means of
digital navigation. Maps are colonial.
There are games produced by members of indigenous communities,
intended to decolonize the gaming world. For example, “Invaders” and
“Thunderbird Strike,” by our colleague Beth Lapensée at Michigan State,
and “Kisimia Ingitchuna” by Upper One Games use indigenous narrative,
art, social structure, and systems of thought to carve out exemplary
indigenous digital spaces.
As for ARC, there was great potential to explore land-making and
land-meaning in 18th-century North America.
To Conclude
Juanita Sundberg: “As research in Indigenous American communities
illustrates, trails, paths, and tracks mark and bring into being important
cognitive connections and social interactions. . . . Trail walking is
intertwined with storytelling, narratives that call forth and enact
connections between people, place, and practices in time and space. . . . As
we humans move, work, play, and narrate with a multiplicity of beings in
place, we enact historically contingent and radically distinct
worlds/ontologies.” (Sundberg, 39.)
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Juanita Sundberg offers an excellent relationship between movement and
narrative in Indigenous Studies, which seems like a promising theoretical
scaffolding for RPGs such as ACR. These games, historically inflected and
immersive, emphasize the importance of mobility. It’s time they also
champion inclusive representation.
Ultimately, it seems, representational flaws in ACR are rooted in questions
about agency. Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee scholar Vanessa Watts
critiques Western agency as being something too human, too individual.
Like Juanita Sundberg, Watts emphasizes the importance of the
land-human relationship and offers up the conception of “Place-Thought”
which is:
“based upon the premise that land is alive and thinking and that humans
and non-humans derive agency through the extensions of these thoughts.”
(Watts 22). She uses Sky Woman as an example, and underlines inherent
connection between the human—the female—and land.

Assassin’s Creed Rogue is a game about maps, but it is about conquering
land. Its many different maps and fast-travel feature collapse the distance
between representation and referent, between map and place. The Animus
creates connections between bodies, even as they are divided by several
centuries. Yet, it doesn’t go far enough in representation, it doesn’t draw
the appropriate connections between the Sky Woman cave paintings, the
stone pillars, indigenous communities, and the digital landscape of
18th-century North America. Video games must push for better
representation of oppressed communities, and begin to decolonize the
screen. I’m not sure if we need a map, but maybe we need to go a little bit
rogue.
Thank you.
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